How to Make DFAs Work for You
who are we?

Sarah Briggs, 9-12 English CF
Carolyn Spencer, 9-12 Math CF
Rebecca Wray, 6-12 Social Studies CF
Bianca Yavelak, 9-12 Science CF
● Defining Data & Assessment
● How can I use DFAs effectively?
● Airplanes analogy
● Schoolnet Scavenger Hunt
● Reflecting on results
● Metacognitive Strategies

Let’s Go!
Turn & Talk

1. What qualifies as data? As assessment?

2. How are you currently using student data? How would you like to be using it?

3. On a scale of 1-5, how comfortable are you:
   a. Locating student data?
   b. Interpreting student data?
   c. Responding to student data?
How can I use DFAs effectively with my students?

Making meaning of Formative Assessment

Locating & Interpreting the Data

Responding to Results
What truths do you find in this analogy?
Schoolnet Training Login

bit.ly/schoolnettraining

Teacher2615

homebase
Schoolnet Training Login

bit.ly/schoolnettraining

Student_61407

homebase
Schoolnet Scavenger Hunt

Can you find each of the following by

- Proficiency
- By Standard

➔ GCS
➔ PLC (school)
➔ Teacher
➔ Class
➔ Student
1. What does this data indicate about student learning?

2. As a result of this data, what instructional plans were validated?

3. As a result of this data, what new ideas do I have to provide targeted enrichment and intervention by curriculum standard?
Assessments for Learning

Read the article from November Learning and consider how this might be an effective method of student assessment in the classroom.
What statements resonate with you?
Metacognitive Strategies

Leverage the power of assessment by pairing with metacognition
Confidence Intervals

Rate your confidence in the answer you chose

1  2  3  4  5
Assessment Annotations

- Preview the assessment
- Siphon the critical information and skills
- Create a graphic organizer to accompany the assessment
- Give credit for both the notes and the assessment
Hindsight is 20/20

- Utilize the Proctor Dashboard to monitor students’ proficiency, in live time
- Before students submit the assessment, give individualized feedback to encourage a second look
contact us

@GCSHighSchools | #ShifttheNorm
bit.ly/gcshighschools
hsacademics@gaston.k12.nc.us
thank you!

Don’t forget to register for this session!

tlc18gcs.sched.com

You must sign the roster to receive credit